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Let ~4 be the class of all order-types ¢ with the property that every uncountable 
subtype of ¢ tx~ntains an uncountable well-ordering, but ¢ is not the union of countably 
many well-~rderings, It is proved that ,1~ a *~ 0, and a way is found of associating stationary 
sets with most of the types in ~1' 4 which is u~ful for applications. A number of results 
~xmcerning the structure and embeddability properties of "4 are obtained, including 
some consistency and independence r sults. One consequence is the independence of 
Jensen's combinatorial principle t3 co" 
1 
O. Inlroduction 
If ~ and qJ are classes of  (total) order types, we say that ~ is a basis 
lbr ,~ if and only if qs ~ ~ and for every ~ e ~ there is a ~ ~ q~ such that 
4, < so. 
Let ~ be the class of all order types which cannot be represented as
the union of  countably many well-orderings. Let us consider the problem 
of finding a well-behaved basis for ~. A natural first candidate for 
membership in such a basis is ~o] (for notation1 see Section 1). Let 
Now we need cnly find a basis for 
$ 
cp' = [so: SO ~ 4) and co I ~; SO). 
One member of ,I,' is X, the order type of  the real numbers. But one sees 
easily that any uncountable type SO < ;k is also a member" of tic Accordingly 
we let 
Clearly 
4, 2 = (~: so~ ~., t~l > w) .  
It 
4, 2 ~ q," = (~: w I ,~ ,w I q:~, isoi> co), 
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and q~" ~ q~ (The members o f  q~" are called real o,pes. ) Erdos and Rado 
[4, p. 4431 raised the question whether or not ~2 is a basis for ~b". E.P. 
Specker (unpublished) answered this question in the negative b~ proving 
that there exist types ~o with ~ ~ ~o, o~ 1 ~ ~o, t~pt > o~ and 
(4 :4  ~< ~o} n qb 2 = 0. Such types are called Specker types. Let ¢b 3 be the 
collection o f  all Sp~cker types. 
Galvin (unpublished) has asked whether or not ~ l  t9 ~b 2 t.J q~3 consti- 
tutes a basis for q~. It is easy to see that if this is not true, then there is 
a type ~ ~ • such t~at for all ~ ~< ~, if 1 41 > ~ then t~ I ~< ~ (in other 
words, every uncountable subtype o f~ contains an uncountable we!l- 
ordering but ¢ is still not the union of countably many well-orderingsL 
Let q~4 be the class o f  all such types. Clearly • l u ~2 tj ~3 u O 4 is a 
basis for cI,. Galvin's question then is whether or not ~4 = 0. In this paper 
we prove that ~4 ~ 0 and we obtain several results giving information 
about the structure and embeddability properties of '.t, 4. In particular 
we describe a way of  associating stationary sets with types in q~4 which 
is very useful for applications. 
One application of  the results in this paper lies i.n the partition calculus. 
It sometimes happens that a partition theorem true for w t and for all real 
types can, with a little extra effort, be shown to hold for all ~ such that 
-* (~)L .  See e.g. [2], in which it is shown that i re  ~ (~)L ,  then 
~o ~ (t~) 2 for all a < co I and all k < ~.  The question naturally arises 
whether any additional generality is gained by the extra effort. The 
answer is affirmative since, as the reader will easily verify, the question 
is equivalent to asking whether {¢*: ¢ E q~4 } ~ 0, 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains terminology and 
several simple propositions which will be useful later on. Section 2 con- 
tains an easy theorem representing certair! types as sets of  continuous 
functions on the ordinals. The basic results howing that ~4 ~ 0 and re- 
lating types in ~4 to stationary sets are in Section 3. In Section 4, three 
auxiliary classes of types are defined, and it is proved that they constitute 
a basis for ~4. In Section 5 a necessary c~:~ndition is tbund for certain types 
in ¢ 4 to be embeddable in other types, and several corollaries are given, 
incluting the facts that ~4 is not well quasi-ordered and ~4 contains 
dense rigid types. In Section 6, several questions about ~b 4 are answered 
in the constructible universe. Section 7 contains consistency and inde- 
pendence results concerning the question whether there exist types 
¢~ ~4 such that I~1 = w 2 and for all 4 ~< ,P. if l ffl = ~ then 4 ~ ~4- 
As a corollary we obtain the consistency of  the proposition that for every 
stationary subset C of co 2, if cfa = co for all a ~ C then there exists a < w2 
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such that C c~ c~ is stationary in a. 1 We conclude with an application and 
several problems in Section 8. 
Most of  the problems treated here are due to F. Galvin. We wish to 
express our thanks to him tk)r many valuable communications without 
which this paper would not exist. 
1. Preliminaries 
Our set-theoretical usage is standard. ZFC is Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory with the axiom of choice, CH is the continuum twpothesis; and 
V = L is G6del's axiom of  constructibility, l fS  is a set then ISI is the 
cardinality of S. Sil~ce we assume the Axiom of  Choice throqghout, 
cardinals may be id,mtified with initial ordinals. We use w,  to denote 
the following three things (which are taken to be identical): the initial 
ordinal occupying position a in the sequence of all initial ordinals, the 
cardinality of the ordinal co~, and the order type of the ordinal w~ 
under <, Thus sa  and w~ are synonymous for all ordinals ~. Of course, 
w 0 = co. The least cardinal greater than the cardinal ~ is denoted by K +. 
If a is an ordinal, then cf a is the cofinality of c~, namely the least ordinal 
~3 for which there exists a function f:/3 ~ 0~ with the property that for all 
< a there is 6 < ~ wi thf (5)  ~> % I fa  is a limit ordinal, then X ~ o~ is 
closed and unbounded (in ~) if sup X = ~ and sup X n/3 E X for all/3 < c~; 
X is .¢tationao" (in a) if X f-~ C ~ 0 lk~r all closed unbounded C The fol- 
lowing well-known facts will be very useful. 
Proposition 1.1. (i) (Fodor [ 5 t5, Let ~ be an uncountable regular cardinal, 
and suppose S is stationary in g. I f  f :  S -~ K is such that f (~)  < ~ for  all 
a ~ S. then there is a stationao, set S' ~ S and an ordinal f3 < K such that 
f (a5 = [3jbr all a ~ S', 
(ii) Let a be an ordinal such that cf u > w, and let/3 < cf a. I f  
S " O (St: ~ < (3) is stationary in ~, then some S~ is stationary in ~. 
I f (& <) is a (totaUy) ordered set, then tp(S, <5 is tile order type of 
(S. <). lfq~ = tp(S, -~.L then I~ = ISI and ~0" = tp(S. "~), If ~ = tp(S, <1) 
and ~0 = tp(T, <2), then we write ~ ~< ~o to mean that there exists a one-  
one order-preserving mapping.f: S ~ T. If ~b ~ ~ then we sometimes say 
I It follows that the negation of  Jensen's :3 t~] is consistent. See the note at the end of  the paper. 
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that ~o contains "b or that ~b is embeddable in ~0. A type ¢ = tp(S, <)  is 
rigid if there is no order isomorphism of  S onto i t~l f  except he identit~" 
Let us say that ¢ ~ ¢4 is specific for t¢ if I~ol = K and for all q~ < ~p, if 
I~bl < K then ~ ~ @. 
A partially-ordered set (T, <)  is a tree if for ail t ~ T {s: s < t} is well- 
ordered by <. Let (T, <)  be a tree. l f t  ~ Tthen the level oft ,  written 
l(t), is the order-type of({s: s < t}, <); t is a limit node or asuccessor 
node according as l(t) is a limit ordinal or a successor ordinal. The height 
of(T, <)  is the least proper upper bound of  {l(t): t E T}. A set P ~ T is 
a path i f P  is well-ordered by <. Tl~e length of  a path is its order type, 
(T, <)  is an Aronsza]n trec if: 
(1) Thas no path of  length co 1 , 
(2) (T, <)  has height 6ol, 
(3) for all a < ~l ,  {t ~ T: l(t) = ~} is at most countable. 
For a proof of the existence of Aronszajn trees, see 19, p. 96]. 
Supposef  is a function mapping an ordinal a into an ordinal/3. We say 
that f i s  continuous iff(q¢) = sup(f(6): ~ < qt} for all limit ordinals 3' < 
and (for convenience) if f (0)  = 0. For each a < wl, let N a be the class of  
all strictly increasing, continuous functions mapping a + i into the ordi- 
nals. Let N = U {N,x: a < ¢01). For f, g ~ N, tet f<g i f fe i therg c f(¢_ 
is proper inclusion) or else there exists/3 such that f(fl) < g(/3) and 
f(~/) = g(~/) for all 3' </3. I f f~- N, let s ( f )  = sup range/~ If domf= a + 1, 
then clearly s ( f )  =f(a) .  l fS  ~ N, let T(S) (the tree generated by S) be 
( f  E N: (3g ~ S) ( f  C _ g)}. (T(S), c)  is ctcarly a tree. Note that 
I Z(S)l-<< max(ISI, 6o) for all S. Let 
C(S) = {s(g): g is a limit node of T(S)) .  
Note that g is a limit node of T(S) iff dom g = a + I for a limit ordinal e. 
I f f~  N and/3 i~ an ordinal, let f[/3] be the uniqae function g E N such 
thatg c__ f and f (a )  >/3 if and only i fa  ~ dota l -  doing, Thus f l~ i  is 
the initial part of  f determined by/3. l fS  ~ N. let SI/3] = {f[/3]: fC S}. 
The f, ~fowing useful fact is easy to prove. 
Proposition 1.2. l f  (T, <) is a tree o f  height ~ co i, then there exists an 
S c_-Nsuch that (S, c) i s  isomorphic to (7", <). Furthermore, i fg  is a 
cardinal, I T I <<. ~, and cf K > co, then S may be chosen sc that range 
f c tc for all f ~ S. 
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The essence of  Specker's observation concerning the existence o~" 
types in q~3 is contained in the following proposition, which is left to the 
reader to verify. 
ProIaosition 1.3. Let S ~ N, If (S. c ) is an A ronsz]an tree, then tp(S, <: ) 
is a Specker O,pe. 
Proposition i,4. Let S ~ A~ f f  T(S) contains an Aronsza]n tree, then 
tp(S, -< ) contains a Specker type. 
2. A representation theorem for 0 '  
Theorem 2.1. Let ~ ~ 4p' or, more generally, let ~ be an arbitrary type 
.uwh that 6o~ ~ ~. Then there is a set S c__ N such that ¢ = tp(S, -<) and 
T(S) contains no path o f  length w 1. Furthermore, i f  ~ is a cardinal, 
t~¢1 ~< ~:, and cf~ > ~, then S may be chosen so that range f C-- ~ for all 
feS .  
Ploof. Suppose ~ = tp(X, <). Let x~, a < IXI, be a listing of the members 
of X. For each x ~ X we will define Ji~ E N, First we define an auxiliary 
flmction gx by induction as follows: For each a, let gx(a)be the lefist 
ordinal 3' such that x < x.~ < xgx(a ) for all/3 < t~; if no such 3' exists, 
terminate the induction (so that dom gx = a). Note that gx is strictly 
increasing, and since tel ~ ~ the domain ofg  x is a countable ordinal. 
Now let t~: be defined by fx(0) = O, fx([3 + 1) "-gx(f3) + 1 for all 
~ dora gx, and fx(a) = sup {gx(~): # < a} for limit ordinals a. Clearly 
.ti~ ~ N and range f x ~ ~:. Let S = {fx: x E X}. One checks easily that 
x < y i f f f  x -< fy, and that an uucountable path through T(S) would 
give rise to a subset of  X of order-type t~ 1. 
3. Identifying types in ~4 
By Theorem 2, I, we knew that every type ~0 ~ • 4 iS Of the form 
tp(S, < ) for some S c__ N. In this section we consider the problem of 
identifying those sets S which give rise to types in 04. Speaking very 
roughly, we will show tkat tp(S, < ) E 04 if T(S) satisfies certain minimal 
conditions ensuring that no subtype of tp(S, <)  lies in • 1 u • 2 u 03, 
and C(S) is stationary. 
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Let us call a set S ~ N permissible if it satisfies tl-e following condi- 
tions: 
(1) T(S) contains no path o f  length to I; 
(2) if ¢¢ < ~1 is a limit ordinal and S' c__ T(S) is an uncountable set all 
of whose members have domain ¢z + 1, then { g t ~3 + 1: g ~ S' and ~3 < t~) 
is also uncountable; 
(3) T(S) contains no Aronszajn tree. 
Conditions (1), (2) and (3) are designed to ensure that tp(S,-< ~ has no 
subtypes in ~1, ~2, or ~3, respectively. The motivation for condition 
(3) may be found in Proposition 1.4. 
Proposition 3.1. f f~  ~ t~ 4 and cf(t~al) > co. then there ~;x-ists a pennis- 
sible S _c N such that tp(S,-< ) = ~o and range f -  C- t¥~1 .tbr all y'~ S. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 there exists all S ~- N satisfying ( 1 ) such that 
tp(S, -( ) = ~0 and rangef~ I~ol for a l i fE  S. By Proposition 1.4. S satisfies 
(3). One sees easily that if S does not satisfy (2), then there exist 
S lc  $2 c_ S such that S 1 is dense in S z, ISil = ~. and IS21 > 60. Hence 
tp(S2,-<) ~< ;k, so {~k: ~ < ~p} ~n ~2 ~ 0, a contradiction. Thus S is per- 
missible. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let ~ be an um~untable regular cardinal and let S ~ N be 
a permissible set such that rzulge f~  ~ ]'or a l l fE  S. I f  (?(S) is s,°atiotzar) ' 
in ~c, then tp(S, -< ) ~ ~4- 
Remark. U~lfortunately, "I hecrem 3.2 is not true for singular cardinals ~¢, 
even if cf t~ > ~o. For instance, let ~ = ~o,~ t. Let C ae the set o f  limit or- 
dinals less than COl, and for each 0t ~ C letf~ ~ N be such that dora 
domfa = o: + l , j~( l )  = 0¢, and fa(co) = w~. Then S = {/~,: a ~ C} is per- 
missible and C(S) = (wo: ~ ~ C} is stationary in ~,,~, but tp(S. -<)= w t ~b,  
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let ~p = tp(S, -<). Theorem 3.2 will follow imme- 
diately from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 below. 
Lemma L3. l f  ~b < ~oand t~1 > ~, then co I <~ ~. 
Proof. Let S' ~ S be uncountable. Clearly S' is also permissible. First we 
observe that there exists t~ < to I such that { J'l ~ + 1: J'~- S'~ is uncotmt- 
able, since otherwise T(S') would violate either ( i )  or (3). Let ~ be the 
least ordinal such that Z~ = ~fl0~ + I: f~  S'} is unc~,untable. Then u is a 
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successor ordinal, since otherwise S' would vit, lote (2). Say a =/3 + 1. 
Since Z~ = ( f t /3  + 1 :.f~ S')  is countable, there must exist an fE  Za 
such that Z = {g ~ Z~ : f c g} is uncountable. For each g ~ Z, choose 
an.t~ ~ ,7' so that fg Is + t =g. Then {fg: g~ Z) is uncountable and 
well-ordered by-<. Hence cot < tp(S', -<). [] 
Lemma 3,4. l f  S' c S and C(S') is stationary, then there exist S o, S 1 c S' 
such that C(S O) and C(S 1) are stationatT and f-< g for all f E S O and 
g~ S t. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. We will show that T(S') contains a path of 
length col, contradicting the permissibility of S. 
We coustruct inductively a sequence ]~,. ~ < co l, of  functions in T(S') 
satisfying: 
(4) dom/~:~+ 1; 
"f ' = S': = (5) l S~ {.f~ j ' ta  + 1 .f,~ }, then C(S') - C(S',~) is non-stationary. 
Case 1. a = 0. Let 1"0(0) = 0. 
Case 2. a - ~ + 1. For each 3' 6 C(S'~), let g-t be a limit node of  T(S' a) 
with s(g~) : 3". Define tt: C(S'~) - s(f~ s) ~ ~: by h(7) = gn.(a). (Note that 
if 3' ~ C(S'~) - s ( f ) ,  then a ~ dom g~). Since C(S'~) - s(f~) is stationary 
in ~: and h(~,) < 3' for all 3', it follows from Proposition 1.1 (i) that for 
some 6 < v;, {3' 6 dora h: h(3') = 6) is stationary. Letf~ =re u {(a, 5)}. 
We assert hat X : C(S'~) - C(S',~) is non-stationary. If X is stationary, then 
by applying Proposiiion 1. l(i) to h l(X -- s(fts)) we would obtain an- 
other ordin',d ~;' e 6 with {3' : h(~) = 6'} stationary. Without loss of  gen- 
erality, assume 6 < 6'. Then let 
So S '  : ' .  : . : : o~, S t { /eS~.  X(~) ~'} 
Clearly C(So) and C(S l) are stationary, and f -< g for a l l fe  S o and g ~ S t, 
contradicting our assumption that Lemma 3.4 is false. Hence X is non- 
stationary, so 
c(s ' )  - c (s : , ) :  I c ( s ' )  - u [c (s ' )  - c (s ) ]  
is non-stationa~,. 
Gtse 3, c~ is ~ limit ordinal. Let 
.f, = 0 {.t~: t3 < o~} O {(~. sup {s(fa):/3 < e) ) ) .  
Clearly 
s'o: < 
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c(s ' )  - c (s "  ) = c (s ' )  - = u{c(s ' )  .o. c (s ' , ) :  < 
Since a is countable and each C(S') - C(S' a) is non-stationary, it follows 
from Proposition 1.1 (ii) that C(S') -- C(S',~) is non-stationary. 
This completes the construction. The sequence.t~, r < o~, is clearly 
a path of length w~ through T(S'). 
[,emma 3.5. ~o is not the union o f  fewer than ~ well-orderings. 
Proof. Suppose S = U{S~: ~ < ~, < x). Then 
C(S) : < u < K) ,  
so by Proposition 1.1 (ii) there is some Sa such that C(Sa) is stationary 
in ~. We will show that (S~,-<) is not a well-ordering. By applying 
Lemma 3.4 repeatedly, we obtain a sequence S n, n < o9, o f  subsets o f  S~ 
such that C(S n) is stationary and if m < n then f -<  g for all f~ S,, and 
allg ~ S~n. Choosing f n ~ Sn, n < w, we obtain/0 >- f l  >'f2 ~" .... so S~ 
is not well-ordered by -<. D 
Corollary 3.6. cI, 4 ~ 0. 
Proof. It will suffice to produce a set S satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.2. Let C be the set of  all limit ordinals less than ¢o l. Then C 
is stationary (in fact closed and unbounded) in wl.  For each a E C let 
f,~ ~ N be a function with domain o9 + 1 such that f,~(og) = a, and let 
S = {f~: ~ ~ C}. It is easy to check that S is permissible and C(S) = C. 
Hence tp(S,-< ) ~ @4.D 
In the next section we will discuss examples of  types in qb 4 at greater 
length. 
Now we prove a partial converse to Theorem 3.2, We show that there 
is a larg~- class of  cardinal numbers ~: with tile property that when we are 
given a type ~0 ~ eP 4 which is "essentially" of  cardinality ~:, then we can 
associate a stationary subset of t¢ with ,p. In Section 5 it will be proved 
that whe~ :.his situation occurs for regular to, the stationary, set is unique 
(to within ,tifference by a ~on-stationat3' set). 
Theorem 3.7. Let S c_ N be such that ~¢ = tp(S. -< ) E q~4. 
(i) Suppose ~ is an ordinal, cf a > to. and range f c ~ .for aH f ~ S. 
Suppose further that if[3 < a. then tp(S[/31,-< ),q~ ~. Then C(S) is station. 
ary in ~. 
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(ii) Let K be a cardinal such that cf K > ~o and K ~ to~+l for any ~ with 
c fa  = to. f f  ~ is spec(t~c for ~. and range f ~ ~ for all f ~- S, then C(S) is 
stationary in K. 
Remarks. ( I )  Note that ~: = tol is permitted in part (ii). 
(2) Suppose ~: satisfies the hypothesis of  (ii) and ~0 ~ qb 4 is specific for 
~:. Then by Theorem 2.1 there is S g N such that ~o = tp(S, -< ) and range 
fc  K for a l l fE  S. By Theorem 3.7, C(S) is stationary in K. Hence for 
such K we have a way o f  associating a stationary set to any ~p ~ t~ 4 specific 
for ~:. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 3.7. (i) =, (ii). Let S aT~d h: be as in the hypothesis  o f  
(ii). We must show that it'/3 < K then tp(S[/3],-<) 6 q~. Since ~o is specific 
for K, it will suffice to show that IS[~]I < t~ for all t3 < K. First we ob- 
serve that t~S[~] ,  -<) ~< 9: For eachg E S[/3], choose fg E S so that 
fg [/3] =g. It is easy to see thatg  -<g' i f ffg .<f~. Hence tp(S[/3l, <)< ~0. 
We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose R is a .vet o f  limit nodes o f  N, and s( f )  = (3for all 
fE  R. lj" IR1 > I U{R[3']: 3' </31}1, then tp(R, -< ) E q~. 
Proof. Let ta = I U (R [3']: 3' </3)1. Without loss o f  generality we may as- 
sume tRI =/a +. I fR  = O{Rn: n < to}, then for some'n, IRnl = #+. We 
assert that (R,~, -< ) is not a well-ordering. But this is clear since 
U (RI'~]: ~/< t3} is dense in Rn, and I U (R[3']: 7 < ~)1 = ta < tRnl. 
Hence tp(R~-< ) E ~.  
Now suppose IS[/3]1 = K for some t3 < ~, and ~ is minimal. Then it is 
easy to see that there is a set R c__ S[/3] satisfying the hypotheses o f  
Lenama 3.8, Sirace tp(R. -< ) ~ ~,  ~o is specific for ~, and tp(R, < ) < 
.~ tp(S[/3],-< ) ~ ¢, we have IRI = K. Let t U {R[7]:  3' < ~}1 = ~. Then 
~: = ta ÷, since otherwise we would choose R' ~ R with IR'I =/a + and 
tp(R' ,  -<) ~ ~ by Lemma 3.8. We claim cfta = to. Suppose cf/a ;- w. 
Let f~, a < ta, be a listing without repetit ions o f  U {R[3']: 3' </3}. Let 
h: R ~/a  be defined by h( f )  = sup {a: f~ c f ) .  Then for some a, 
R 0 = (j2 h ( f )  = a} has power V+, and I U (R 0 [~,]: 3' < 13}t = v < lat < V. 
But then i fR~ ~ R o and tR~)[ = v ÷, we may apply Lemma 3.8 to con- 
clude that tp(R~,-< )E  ~.  Since R b c_ S[~], we have tp(R b, -<)< ~o and 
v + < ~, contradicting the fact that ~o is specific for g. Hence cf ta = w. 
Since K 4: co~÷ l for any ~x with cf a = to, we conclude that ta = to and 
K = toy But then U {R[3"]: 3' < #} is a countable set dense in R, so 
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tp(R, -< )~ ¢2,  contradicting ~ ~- ~1~ 4. Hence IS[/3]t < )¢ whenever/3 < h:, 
and the proof  ~s complete. [] 
Proof o f  Theorem 3.7(i). Note that C(S) may also be written as 
{f(7):  f~  S and 7 is a limit ordinal). Assume that C(S) is not stationary. 
Then there is a closed unbotmded set C c_C_ a such that C n C(S) = 0. We 
may assume that the order-type o f  C (with respect to <)  is cf  a. Let 
c~, {J < cf a, be an enumerat ion of  C in increasing order. For convenience 
assume co = O. 
Now for f~ S let 
K( f )  = {/~ < c fa :  for some ordinal ~,, c~ ~< .f(7) < c~÷t } • 
We assert that K ( f )  is always finite. Suppose not. Let/30,/3v/32, .-. be the 
first co numbers o f  K(y),  and let c = sup (c~,~: n < w}. Then c e C since 
C is closed and unbounded in a (and cf a > col  But for each n there is 
an ordinal %, such that c~n < f(%,) < c~n+~. Let 3, = sup {3',~: n < coX. 
Then q, is a limit oMinal, and since f is cont inuous f(~,)= sup (f('Yn): n< to)= 
= c. Hence c ~ C(S), so c ~ C n C(S), a contradiction. Therefore K( f )  is 
finite. 
By hypothesis,  for each ~ < a there is a function F~: S[/3] -~ 60 such 
that for all n, { f~ S[/3]: F#(f )= n) is well-ordered by-<.  Now we define 
a function G which associates to eachf~ S a sequence (n. m l ..... m n) 
of  natural number:; as follows. Let n = tK( f ) t  and suppose K( f )  = {/31 .... , ~z}. 
Let d i = c~i+l, 1 < i<  n, and let m i = Fdi( f [d i ] )  , 1 < i <~ tt. 
For each such sequence s. let S s = l f~  S: G( f )  = s). We assert that each 
S s is well-ordered by -<. This will complete the proof. 
F ixs  = (n, m 1 ..... m:,). Suppose j i ,  k < co, is a sequence o f  members 
° fSs  withJi- >" )'i-.l for all k. Note that if f, f '  ~ S s and f -<f ' ,  then i f~ l 
is the first member of  K( f )  and/}] is the first member  of  K( f ' ) ,  we 
must have/31 < 13]. Hence there is some k I such that for all k ~ k I 
the first member  of  K( f  k) is always the same, say t3 I. Let d I = ca,.t. 
Since Fa, ( fk [d l ] )  = m 1 for all k > k l, it follows that for all k ~ k 1 
either fk+l [dl] < J i -[dl]  or l)~+l [dl] = fk [d l l .  Since the l)~ [dl] are 
well-or%red by-< (for k i>- kl) ,  there is some 1 i ;~ k~ such that 
/~:[d~] = ,~)~[d~] for all k ~> l~. Now we shift our attention to the second 
member of K(I~.) for k I> I v Arguing as above, one can show that there 
is k 2 ~ l~ so that if k ) k 2 then the second member  of  K(fg)  is always 
the same, say/3 2. Continuing, one shows that there is 12 ~ k 2 such that 
J'~:[d2] =112 [d2] lbr all k ;~ 12, etc. This process terminates with the con- 
struction of/, , .  If k, k' 1> ! n, then K(f~) = K(ft.,) andJk[d i] =tk,[di], 
1 < i < n. Sincefk =fgIdnj,  .it follows that f  k =fk'  whenever k, k' >I I n. 
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This contradicts the assumption that the f~, form a decreasing sequence, 
so S s is well-ordered by -< and the proof is complete. El
4. A basis theorem for ~b 4 
In the introduction we observed tha~" q5 t t3 ~b 2 t3 ,b 3 t3 q'4 is a basis 
for if,. While the types in ff't tj ~b 2 u ~l) 3 t3 cI~ 4 is a basis for ~I~. While the 
typ~s in ~1 t3 ~1~ 2 t3 d? 3 can reasonably be said to be well-behaved, the 
same is not true tbr if'4. in this section, we define classes of weU-behaw~d 
types ~I~5, ~6, and d~ 7, and we prove that ~bs t3 ¢6 u ~7 is a basis for q54. 
Therefore a well-behaved basis for ,/~ will be given by ~1 0 ~2 t3 q~3 t3 
u ~l~s t3 ~6 u (b 7. Unfortunately, we have been able to prove that 
~6 ~ ~bS ~# 0 enly by assuming a rather strong axiom for set theory (im- 
plied by G~Sdel's axiom of constructibility). This result is in Section 6. 
It follows from results of Jensen and Priky [8] that if 1/" = L then ~I' 7 4: 0. 
It is not known whether it is consistent with ZFC that '/'7 = 0. 
Let ~b 5 be the class of all types ~oE ,b 4 such that ~0 is specific for kpl 
and there exists S ~ N satis~ving 
(!) ~ = tp(S. -<). 
(2) rangef~ kpt for a l l fe  S, 
(3) dota l= 6o + 1 for a l l fE  S, 
(4) C(S) is stationary in 1¢1. 
Let ~6 be the c!ass of all types ~ ~ ~b 4 such th:'? ¢ is specific for I~:~1 
and there exists S ~ N satisfying (1), (2), (4), and 
(5) tbr allc~ < e l, tp ( ( f le  + 1: f~  S},<)  $ ~. 
Let ~7 be the class of all types ~0 ~ (b 4 such that ~o is specific for I~01 
and there e,dsts S c__ N and/3 < I~pl satisfying (1), (2), (3) and 
(6) for a 13"~ S, f(to) = ~, 
(7) ifS' ~ S is uncouniable, then {f l  n: n < co andf~ S'} isun- 
count able. 
Note that by Theorem 3.7(ii), if~0~ (I~ 7 then I~ol = ¢oa+~ for some 
with c f~ = w.  
Theorem 4. !. ~5 u q'6 tA e~ 7 is a basis for  (I) 4. More precisely, assume 
E ~4 and ¢ is specific for t~ot = ~. Then 
(i) I f  ~ is regular and ~c ~# la + for any la with cf/a = w, then 
{~,: ¢, < ~o} n ,.t,5 4: O. 
(ii) i f  ~ is regular and K = la ÷ .tbr some ~. > ~ with cf ta = ~0, then 
{~: 4J <- ~) r~ (,I, 5 u ,l, 7) ~ 0. 
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(iii) otherwise i.e., tJ'~ is singular or r - col, then {$: ~k < ~') n 
n (~s u ~)  :# O. 
Proof. Our strategy for proving Theorem 4.1 is as follows. First we de- 
fine two more classes o~ types ¢b~ and cb7, and we prove Theorem 4.1 
with ¢I, 5 and ¢b 7 replaced by 4~ and ¢I,~. Then we prove <b s = ¢P~ and 
el, 7 = cI,~. These results are contained in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4. 
Let ¢~ be the class of all types ~ ~ ¢b 4 such that ~o is specific for 1~1 
and there exists S g N and a limit ordinal a < col ~tisfying ( 1 ), (2), 
(4) and 
(8) domf  = a + 1 for a l l f~  S, 
(9) for all/3 < a, tp({fl /$ + 1: f~  S}, -<) ~ ~. Clearly ~s c d~. 
Let ¢~ be the class of  all types ~0 ~ ¢b 4 such that ~ is specific for ~ I  
and there exists S ~ N, an ordinal ~ < kpl, and a limit ordinal ot < cot 
satisfying (1), (2), (7), (8), (9) and 
(10) for a ! l fe  S, f(ot) = ~. 
Clearly cb 7 c_ ~b~. 
Lemma 4.2. Theorem 4.1 is true if ~b s and ~7 are replaced by ¢P~ and ep'~. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 2. I there is a set S c C_ N such that ~ = tp(S, <)  
and range f _  C_ ~ for a l l fE  S. (This requires the observation that cf~c > to. 
To prove this assume not. If 9 = tp(X, < ) and X = U {Xn: n < co}, where 
IXnf < t¢ for each n, then tp(X n, < ) $ ¢,  so ~06 ~). By Theorem 3.7, 
C(S) is stationary in x. For each limit ordinal a < co t let C~ = (f(a): f~  S} 
Then C(S) = U (C a : a limit}. By Proposition I. 1 (ii) some C a must be 
stationary in x. Let ot be minimal with this property, and let 
S~ = ( f I a + 1 : f E S and dom f i> a + 1 }. Then tp(S a, -<) < tp(S, -< ) = 
=9 and C(Sa) ~ C a is stationary. By Theorem S.2, t~Sa,-<) ~ ¢4. 
Hence tp(S,,-< ) ~ ~P~. 
(ii) Again, let ~ = tp(S, -< ), where S ~ N and range fc_ t~ lbr a l l fE  S. 
Case 1. For all ~< ~:, IS[~]I < ~. Then by Theorem 3.7(i), C(S) is 
stationa~/i.n ,~. One easily proves that {~: ~ < 9} n cb~ ~ 0 as in part 
c~'ase 2. For some # < K, IS[#]t = K. We may assume that {3 is minimal. 
Then clearly 
S' = ( f~ S[#I: s(j3 = #} 
has power to. Since t¢ is regular and t¢ > 60, it tbilows that for some limit 
ordinal a < cot, 
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S" = { f~ S': domf  = ~ + 1} ! 
has power ~. Let ~ be minimal. We assert hat if tp(S",-<) E q54, then 
tp(S",.<) ~ q~}. MI the conditions are obvious except (7), and it is easy 
to see that if (7) is violated then 
{qJ: ~k ~< tp(S",<)} n ~2 :e O, 
colatradicting tp(S", -<) ~ ~4. In order to conclude that tp(S", -< ) E q~4 
we need only show tp(S", -<) ~ q~, since 
tp(S",<) ~ tp(S[~],-<) ~< tp(S..<) -- ,p 
and ,O ~ ~b4. Finally, we note that by the minimality of~, I U{S[~]: 3' < ~}1 
< K, so in particular t U{S"[7]: 3' < t3}t < ~, and by Lemma 3.8 we con- 
clude tp(S",-<) ~ q~. 
(iii) As we remarked in the proof of  part (i), we must have ciK > to 
since otherwise ~ cannot be specific for g. Therefore we raay apply 
Theorem 2.1 once more to obtain S co_ N with ~ = tp(S, .< ) and range 
f C__ K for all f ~ S. 
Case 1. For all ~ < tol, tp ( ( f t  c~ + 1: f~  S},-<) ~ ~. By Theorem 3.7 
OiL C(S) is stationary in K, so ~0 ~ ~6. 
Case 2. For some a < to1, tp ({ f la  + l : f~  S},.<) a (b. Lets  be 
minimal. It is easy to see that a must be a limit ordinal. By Theorem 
3.7(ii~, C( { f ta + 1: f~  S)) is stationary in ~, so tp ({ f le  + 1: f~  S},-<) 
Lemma 4.3. For each cardinal K, let ~o,~ = tp ({ f~ N: ranger_  c K and 
domf  < to},-<). I f  I~ol = K and ~ q~ do. then ~o <~ ~o~. 
Note that ~0,~ = rt, the order-type of tile rational numbers. Hence for 
K = to this is the familiar result of  Cantor that any countable order-type 
is embeddabte in ~. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for any ordinal ~ < K +, a ~< ~o~. Now suppose 
= tp(X, <) and X = U {X,:  n < to), where each X n ~s wrll~ordered by 
< and X, n X m = 0 whenever n 4: m. We construct inductively order- 
preserving functions 
h,: U{Xm" m <~ n} ~ S = { f  ~ N: rangefC-- K anddomf< to} 
such that 
(1 1) i fm < n, then h m c hn ' 
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(12) if Y is an initial section of  U{X m : m < n) (i.e., if Y ~ IJ {Xm: m<n)  
and i fy  E Y and x < y implies x ~ Y), then there i s f~  S such that for 
a l ly  ~ Y, hn(y) '<j  ~. and for a l ly  ~ O{Xm: m < n} - Y, we have 
f < hn(y).  
Then U (hn: n < to} will be the desired embedding of  X into 3'. 
Case 1. n = 0. Suppose xt , / j  < a,  is an enumeration o fX  o in increasing 
order. Let ]: 2.o~ + 2 ~ S be order-preserving. Define h 0 by ho(x ~) ---,/(2.~ + I). 
Case 2. n = m + 1. Choose x ~ X n. Let Yx = (Y~ IJ{Xi: i<- m}: y < x).  
By inductive hypothesis there is an f~ S such that hm(Y) "< f "< hm(z) for 
ally ~ Yx and z ~ LI{Xi: i<  m)  - Yx. Let Z = (x' ~ Xn: Yx = }x') ,  and 
suppose tp(Z, <)  = ~. Since tp( {g E S: f c  g}, .< ) = 9~, we can find an 
order-preserving mapping/:  2.~ + 2 ~ {g ~ S: .t "C _ g}. l f x  is the ~th member 
of Z. let hn(x) =](2.~ + 1). Of course, i f y  E LI{Xi: i < m) then let 
hn(Y) = hm(Y). It is easy to see that h n satisfies (! I) mad (12). [] 
Lemma 4.4. qb s = qb~ and ,b 7 = tb' 7. 
P p Proof. Let ~ E cb s u el, 7 , and assume 9 = tp(S, -< ), where S satisfies the 
relevant list of  conditions. Suppose dora f=  ot + 1 for a l l f~  S. Let t~,, 
n < to, be a strictly increasing sequence with sup {an: n < to} = a. 
Case 1.9 E dp~. Since S satisfies (9), we may apply Lemma 4.3 to ob- 
tain order-preserving functions 
(13) hn: {f l  at, + 1: fE  S} ~ (.t'E N: range f - -  C K and dora f<  to}, 
where g = I~ot. Furthermore,  we may assume that for all fE  range h n and 
all m E dota l ,  f (m)  is congruent to 0 modulo 3. Now fo t -eachfE  S we 
associate a f tmct ion f '  with domain ¢.o + I as foilo~vs: First fix n < to and 
let m n = dora hn(f!  a n + I). Let ~'tt be the function with domain 2m n de- 
fined by 
sn(2k) = hn( f l  a n + l)(k) for all k < m,~ , 
sn(2k + i) = sn(2k) + ! for all k < m,z - 1, 
sn(2m n- l )= sn(2m n - 2) + 2 . 
(Note that if f. g E S, s,~ is defined from f, and t n is defined fronl g as 
above, then e I a n + i -< g I a,~ + 1 iff s n -< t n.) Now i f ]  < to we define 
f ' ( ] )  as follows. For some i we will have 
2m o ÷ 2m I + ... + 2m i < ] < 2rn o + ... + 2~ni÷ 1 • 
Let r =] - (2m 0 + ... + 2mi), and let 
(14) f ' ( ] )  = s0(2m o - 1) + ... + s /2m i - I ) + si. t(r). 
Finally, let /"(w) = sup {f(n):  n < to). Let S '=  (.f': f~  S}. It is easily 
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verified that ify~ g ~ & then f-< g i f f f '  -< g'. Hence ~0 = tp(S', <). Since 
S' trivially ~tisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3), we need only check (4). 
If ~: :~ ~ l  for any t3 with cf15 = co, then, since ~ is specific for x, (4) 
follows immediately from Theorem 3.7(ii). Suppose t¢ = ¢o#+ 1 and 
cf15 = w. By (4) and (9) for S and Theorem 3.2, we know that 
C = {f(a): f~  S) is stationary in ~:. For each/3 ~ (7, choose fo ~ S with 
l~(a) = ~. Let S" = {.@ ~ ~ C}. By Theorem 3.2 tp( { f~:/3 ~ C}, -< ) 
q~4, so tp(S",'< ) 6 an 4 also. Furthermore, it is clear (since ~: is regular) 
that no subset of  {J~:/~ ~ C} of power < ~: can be dense in {fo:/3 6 C}, 
so the same is true of S". Hence for all ~ < ~:, IS" [t51 t< ~:. Therefore by 
Theorem 3.7(i), C(S")  is stationary in u. Since C(S") c C(S') ,  this proves 
(4) for S'. Hence ~o ~ ,el, s, so ~5 = ~s. 
Case 2. ¢ ~ q~:~. Then by Theorem 3.7(ii) we nmst have I~ol = ~+~ for 
cf 6 - to. Let ~n, n < co, be an increasing sequence of ordinals with 
sup {~Sn: n < co} = ~5. Fi~t we assert hat IS[3'] I < ~o~+ 1 for all 3,< 15. If 
not, then, letting 3' be minimal such that I S[~] t = co6 +1, it would follow 
easily that 3' is a limit ordinal and by Lemma 3.8, tp(S[3'], -<) ~ 0, con- 
tradicting condition (9) for S (we use tacitly the fact that I~01 is regular). 
Hence tS[3,]1 < ~0~+~ for all 3' < 15, so 1U{S[7]: 7 < ~3}1 < w~+ 1. Conse- 
que~.tly, 1{f t  a,~ + 1: fG  S}I ~< ~ for all n. Hence by Lemma 4.3 we 
may choose functions hn satisfying (13) with t¢ = ¢o~. Now to eachf~ S 
we associate a funct ionf '  almost exactly as before, the only difference 
being that instead of  definingf'( /)  by (14), we define it by 
(15) f ' ( j )  = wai +1 + s0(2m 0 -- I ) + s l(2m 1 -- 1) +... + si(2m i - 1) + Si+l(r). 
This ensures that f'(to) = w~ for all f6  S. It is easy to check that 
¢ = tp(S', -< ) ~ tl, 7. Hence ~7 "= ~I)~. [] 
One useful consequence ef the construction i Case 2 of Lemma 4.4 
is the fact that i f¢~ ~7 and t~cl = co~÷ I, then there exists S satisfying 
(1), (27, (3), and (7) such that f (~)  = ~% for all.f~ S. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose ~o ~ al, 4 is specific for  ~. 
(i) I f  ~ is regular, the,. ~o is not the union o f  fewer  than ~ well-orderings. 
(ii) I f  ~ <~ ~ and t ~1 = I~. then Iz < qJ unless either cf/a = ¢o or else 
ta = K and cf/a = a~c,, l for  some ~ with cf a = ~. 
Proof. (i) The case ~ = ~1 is trivial. Assume t~ > co 1. By Theorem 4.1, 
we need only orove the theorem for ~o ~ O 5 u 0 7. Suppose ~o E ~'5. Let 
S ~ N satisfy (1), (2), (3), and (4). If S = U {S~: e~ < v < ~}, then of  
course C(S) = U {C(S~): a < ~, < ~}, so some C(S~) is stationary in 
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by Proposition 1.1 (ii). By Theorem 3.2, tp(S~,-< )~ ¢4, so in particular 
S a is not well-ordered by -<. 
Now suppose ~ ~ • 7. Choose S - N satisfying ( I ), (2), (3), (6), and 
(7), and suppose S = U{S,~: ot < v < ~:}. Since K is regular, some S,x has 
power K. By Lemma 3.8, tp(S~,-<) ~ cI,, so S~ is not well-ordered by-<. 
(ii) We may assume cf K > 60 since the case for cf K = 6o cannot occur. 
By Theorem 2.1 there exists S c C_ N satisfying (1) and (2). Let ff = tp(S',-<) 
forS' c--S. 
Case I. i r is regular and/a > 60. The case # = 601 is trivial. Asslnne 
# > ¢o 1. Then there is a least ordinal ~ such that { f l  ¢~ + 1: fE  S') has 
power It. Suppose ot is a limit ordinal. Then since {f l  {3 + 1:/3 < m .rE S'} 
has power < It, the set {f(a):  f~  S'} h~s power < # since each f~ S is 
continuous. Since It is regular, there is some # for whidl 
S ' '= { f t~ + l : f~  S' and f(cx) =~) 
has power ~. Then clearly tp(S', -<) ~ ,P~ = tl, 7, and since tp(S", < )~< ~ < ¢ 
and ~p is specific for ~:, we have ~ = K and ~: = 60~1 for some 3' with cf 
3' = 60. Now assume a is a successor ordinal. Say ot =/3 + 1. Then by the 
regularity of # there exists g E ( f i /$  + 1: f E S'} such that Z = ( f t  a + 1: f E S' 
and g c f}  has power It. Clearly tp(Z, -<) < @ and Z is well-ordered by -<. 
Case 2. It is singular and cfIt > w. Then there is a least ordinal e such 
that S" = {f l  a + l : fE  S'} has power ;~ cfit. Suppose IS'I = bt. l fe  is a 
limit ordinal, then arguing as in Case 1 (and noting that 
U {f l f l  + 1: fl < or, fE  S'} has power < cfIt) we conclude that ~: = It = 60~+t 
for some 3" with cf3, = 60, a contradiction. Hence a is a successor ordinal. 
But now we may again argue as in Case 1 to see that It << ~,. Now suppose 
cfIt < IS"I < It. Let Its, 3' < cfIt, be an increasing sequence of regular car- 
dinals with limit It. Then for each ? < cfIt there isf. r ~ S" such that 
I{ f~ S': f'r C-C- f}l 1> It'r" By Case 1, there is a set S~ c ( f~  S': fv c_ f )  of 
order-type #-r" Also by Case 1, there is a set R c_ {f . /3 '  < ci'/~} with 
order-type cfit. But then U{S~: f-r ~ R} is a subset of S' of  order type 
It.v1 
Remarks (I;.  Theorem 4.5 (i) is not true if we replace the assumption 
that ~p is specific for K by the assumption that I~1 = K. For example, let: 
~o = ~ • K, where ~ ~ cI, 4 and l l~ll = 60~(tp(X, <1)" tP(Y|<2) is defined 
to be tp(X × Y, <3), where (x, y) <3 (x', y')  iff e i thery <2 Y' or else 
y =y' and x <l  x'). Then ~ 4, 4 but ~o is the union of  601 well-orderings. 
(2") In Theorem 4.5(ii) the provisos that cfit > 60 and fat least i f~  7 :/: 0) 
it is not the case that t~ =it = ¢o,,.1 and cfo~ = 6o are botll necessary. We 
leave it to the reader to find counterexamples. 
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Theorem 4.6. (i) Suppose ¢ ~ tb 4 and 191 = ~: < ~o w. I f  ~b < 9 and 
t~t=/ J  > ~, thenla< ~a. 
(ii) Suppose 9 ~ ¢b and t~pl = t~ < w~. l f  ~: ~ 9, then 9 ~ ¢~4" 
tlence in particular there is ~/<~ 9 with t~1 = 6o~ and ff ~ qbi to ~I~ 2 u ~b 3. 
Proof. (fi) is a trivial consequence of (i). (i) is proved exactly the same 
way as Case I of Theorem 4.5(ii). We merely observe that if ~ < co,., 
then the a~sumption i Theorem 4.5 (ii) that 9 is specific for ~ is not 
necessary (the assertion in the proof of  Case 1 that tp(S",'< )6  ¢7 leads 
to a contradiction since all types in ¢7 have power ~ ~,~+t). []
Theorem 4.6(ii) answers a question of Galvin. 
5, Stationary types and their applications 
If t~ is a cardinal and C I. C 2 ~ to, then we write C 1 - C 2 if and only if 
(C I - C 2) u ((~ - CI) is not stationary in to. (We should really write -,, 
instead of =-, but we rely on the context o determine to.) It is clear that 
-~ is an equivalence relation. If C I ---- C 2, then we say that C I and C 2 differ 
by a non-stationary set. 
Let us say that S determines 9 provided that S c N. ~ = tp(S. -< ), and 
range f c- 191 for a l l f~  S. A type 9 is stationao, i f~  ,I, 4, 191 is regular, 
and there exists S such that S determines 9 and IS[/3] t < t91 for all ~ < 191 
Proposition 5.1. (i) Assume S determines 9, cf 191 > ~,/3 < 191, 
IS[~]t = 191, and ~ is minimal Then there exists R ~ S[~] such that R is 
dense in S[/3] and IRI < t~1. 
(ii) Assume ~o is stationary. Then .for all S, i f  S determines :~, then 
tSlt3]l < 191 for a l l~< 191. 
(iii)/.'or any type 9, ~ is stationary i f f9  ~ 'b4, 191 iS regular, and for all 
<~ 9, (/" 1 ~ l = t91, then there is no x < ~ such that X is dense in ~ and 
txt< I,t. 
(i) may be used to pro~e (ii) and (iii). We leave tile details to the 
reader. 
Proposition 5 .2 . / f9  ~ ~4 and ~91 < ¢o,o, then ~o is stationary. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 5.1 (iii) and Theorem 4.6(i). [] 
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Theorem 5.3. (i) Assume that ~b and~o are stationary, I~1 = I~01 = s:, S 1 
determines ~O, and S 2 determines ~o. If  :~ = co~, assume also that T(S~) 
contains no path o f  length col. Then if ~k < ~, C(S~) - C(S~) is non- 
stationary. 
(ii) Assume that ~0 is stationary, I~ot = ~, and S~ and S 2 determine ~. 
l f  ~ = co~, assume also that neither T(S~) nor T(S~) contains a path o f  
length to~. Then C(S~) ~- C($2). Hence to each stationa,'3., O~pe there 
corresponds a stationary set which is unique within difference by a non- 
stationary set. 
Proof. (i) Suppose h: S l ~ S 2 is order-preserving, Forg  ~ T(S2), let 
R(g) = { f~ SI: h(f)  =g org -<h(f)) ,  
L(g) = { f  ~ $1: h( f )  -<g) . 
Intuitively, R(g) and L(g) are tile right and left Dedekind cuts deter- 
mined by g. Let 
p(g) = { f '~  T(R(g)): for allg' ~ T(R(g)), i fg' "<f' then t" C g'}, 
~(g) = {f'  ~ T(L(g)): for all g' ~ T(L(g)), i f f ' -< g' theng' c .F). 
It is easy to see that p(g) and ~,(g) are paths in T(R(g)) and T(L(g)) re- 
spectively. Hence if t¢ = co I both pfg) and k(g) are countable. 
Now let C be the set of all t~ < h: satisfying 
(1) for a l l fE  SI, s(f)  < t~ i f fs(h(f ) )  < ~, 
(2) i fg ~ T(SI), s(g) < ¢~, and there ex is ts f~ S l with g c f, then there 
existsf' ~ S l withg g f '  and s(f ')  < a, 
(3) i fg ~ T(S2) and s(g) < a, then sup {s(f): f~  p(g)) < a and 
sup {s(f): f~  ~.(g)) < a, 
(4) i fg ~- T(S2) , fe  T(L(g)), s(g), s(f)  < a, and there existsf '  ~ L(g) 
such that f < f '  and f '  ¢ f, then there exists such an f~ with s(f'} < a, 
(5) if g ~ T(S2), ]'~ T(R(g)), s(g), s(f)  < a, and there exists an f '  ~ R~e) 
such that f '  -< f and f¢  f' ,  then there exists such an f '  with s(H) < a. 
It is ob~;.ous that C is closed. Using the facts that t~ is regular and 
ISi[/3] I < ~ for/3 < K and i = 1,2 (and the special assumption if~: = ~) ,  
one easily verifies that C is unbounded. 
We assert hat Cn C(SI) ~ C($2), This will sllow that C(S !) - C($2) c_ 
c.c ~: _ C, a non-stationary set, 
Let o~ E Co  C(S1), Choose fE  S ! and a limit ordinal 3' such that 
f(3') = ~. We claim that there is a limit ordinal 6 such that h(f)(5) = a 
(and hence e~ ~_ C($2) . Suppose not. I fs(L(f))  < e, then s( f )  < a by (1). 
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a contradiction, ltence s(h(f)) ~ a and there is an ordinal/3 such that 
C h(f)(/3) < a ~< h(f)(~ + 1). Let g = h( f )  l/3 + 1. Now for ea .h 3' < % 
t ' ~f  3 + 1) < a so by (2) there existsf~, ~ S~ such that s(f~,) < a 
andf.~ 3 f l3"  + 1. 
(hse t. sup (3" < 3": J"~, ~. L(g)} = ~/. We assert hat { f l  3" + 1: '1" < 3') 
~- Mg). C lear ly f  1 3" + I ~ 1(L(g)) for all 3" < 3'. I f f l  3" + 1 ~ k(g), then 
there ex~stsg ~ L~)  such that f t  ~' + 1 -< g' butg '  ¢.fl  3" + 1. By (4), 
S we may assume(g)  < a. Then by (1) s(h(g')) < a, and since we must 
have h(]) .< h~g ), it follows that either g -< t(g ) o rg  = h(g'). Therefore 
g' ~ R(g), a contradiction. Hence ( f l  3" + I" -~,' < ~/} c ~(g), and 
a ~< sup {s(k): k ~ Mg)), contradicting (3). 
Case 2. sup (~/< 3": fv' ~ R(g)) = 3'. A contradict ion similar to the 
one m ( as,: 1 may be obtained, using (5) instead of  (4). 
Therefore a ~ C(S~) and C(S~) - C($2) is non-stationary. 
(ii) is an immediate consequence of  (i). tSl 
Remark. The special assumption for t~ = to 1 is necessary. It is easy to 
find S t and S 2 such that S t and S? determine ~t  and C(S 1) is closed and 
unbounded,  while C(S 2) is non-stationary. Of course, T(S 1) will contain 
a path o f  length w 1, Given S 1 and S 2, it is easy to construct S' 1 ~ S 1 and 
S 2 ~ S 2 such that tp(S'~, <)  = tp(S 2, <)  6 q~4, but C(S'~) is not closed 
and unbounded. Hence C(S' t) ~- C(S'2). 
If ~ is a cardinal and C and D are stationary subsets o f  ~:, then C and D 
are abnost disjoint if C c~ D is non-stationary. If ~o, ~k E ~ and t~01 = I~t = t¢, 
then ~ and ~ are almost disjoint if there is no X ~ ~4 such that I X I = t~ 
and X ~< ~o, ft. 
Corollary 5.4. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. 
0/ l fF  is a set of pairwise almost disjoint stationary subsets of ~:, and 
if every C ~ F consists of  ordinals a such that cf a = w. then there is a 
set G of pairwise almost disjoint stationary types such that I~ol = ~ for all 
~o E G, and IG1 = IFI. There are always such sets F and G of power ~, and 
(f V = L, then F and G of power 2 ~ can be Jbund. 
(ii) There is a set H ~ q'4 of power 2 ~" such that I~ol : ~ for all ~o ~ H 
and ire, ~ C H and ~o ~ fg, then ~o ~ ~. 
Proof. (i) Using the same argument as in Corollary 3.6, one sees that for 
each C~ F there is a static, nary type ¢c  (in fact ~Pc E ~bs) with associated 
stationary set C. Let G = {¢c: C ~ F). Suppose C, D ~ F and C 4: D. If 
X ~< ¢c, ¢o, IXI = ~, and ×~ ,b4, then it is clear from Proposition 5.1 (iii) 
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that X is stationary. By Theorem 5.3(i), i fE  is the stationary set asso- 
ciated with ~, then E - (C c~ D) is non-stationary, soC ,'~ D is stationary, 
a contradiction. Hence G consists of pair,vise almost disjoint stationary 
types° 
It is proved in [ 16] that if K is regular and C is stationarj" in K, then C 
may be decomposed into K pairwise disjoint stationary sets. Since 
(a < K: c fa  = ~)  is stationary, we may always find a set F of  power ~:. 
Assume V=L.  In [6] it is proved that i fC is  stationary in ~:, then there 
is a sequence X~, ~ ~ C, such that for all X ~ K, {a: X ~ a = Xa} is 
stationary in ~:. Let C= {a < K: c f~ = ~}, and for each X ~ K let 
C x = {a ~ C: X n a = X~) .  Let F = {Cx: X ~ ~:). Then IFI = 2 ~ and F 
satisfies the requirements of the theorem. Note that we even have 
IC x n Cr I< K for X~: Y. 
(ii) Let Ca, a < K, be a pairwise disjoint sequence of  stationary sets 
with cf/~ = co for all/~ ~ U{C~: a < K). It is well-known that there is a 
collection K of power 2 ~ of  subsets of ~: no one of  which is included in 
any other. For each X ~ K choose a stationary type Cx with associated 
stationary set O (Co,: a ~ X}, mad let H = (~x: X ~ K}. By Theorem 
5.3(i), Cx ~ ~PY whenever X ~: K [] 
We say that a class X is well quasi-ordered by a binary relation R if R 
is reflexive, transitive, well-founded, and for any infinite set Y c X there 
exist x, y ~ Y such that x ~: y and x R y. 
Corollary 5.5. ~4 is not  well quasi-ordered by <. h~ fact, ¢~4 is not even 
well- founded under <. 
Proof. The proof is trivial by the methods already employed since there 
exist sets C n, n < co, such that C n is stationary in w I. Cn÷ 1 ~ C,v, and 
Cn+ l ~ C n for all n. [] 
Corolla~-y 5.5 should be contrasted with the deep result of  Laver [ 10] 
which asse, ts in part that the complement of  q) is well-quasi-ordered 
by ~<. 
If kpl -- K, ~0 = tp(X, <), and every interval of X has power ~:, then we 
say that ~p is K-dense. 
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Corollary 5,6, Let ~ be n~gular and uncountable, Then for  any ~ ~ ~b s
with t~pl = ~, there exists a ~-deme, rigid O,pe ~ ~ d~5 with t~ < ,p. Hence 
in particular there exist x-dense rtgid O~pes. 
Proof. Fix ¢ ~ ~5 and S ~ N satisfying (1), (2), (3), and (4) of Section 4. 
For each ~ ~ C(S), letf~ E S be such that f~(~o) = ~, and let 
S' = {fc,: a ~ C($3). We define a function h as follows: if there exists 
g ~ T(S') such that g c fc, and (/3: l~, "<f~ and g c f~) is non-stationary, 
let h(a) be the ~-minimal such g. Suppose (a: h(~) is defined) is stationary 
in ~:. Then for some n < co, C n = {a: dora h(a) = n + 1) is stationary. But 
then by iterating Proposition I. 1 (i) we obtain a stationary set C' ~ C n 
such that h(a) = h(~) for all a,/3 ~ C', and this is a contradiction by 
Lemma 3.4. Therefore (a: It(a) is defined) is non-stationary. Let 
S" - {l~ ~ S': h(t~) is not defined). Then clearly ~k = tp(S", -<) is ~:-dense. 
We claim that ~k is rigid. Let k: S" -~ S" be an order-isomorphism, and 
suppose without loss of generality that Ibr some a k(3'~) =f~ >" fa. Then 
k(f~) =3'~ >" Y~. By the construction of S", both {6: f~ <f~ -<f~) and 
{8: fa <fs  -< f~) are stationary and disjoint, and k determines an iso- 
morphism of {fs : fa  "<f8 "<Y~} onto ()'~: f~ -<f~ <f~) ,  contradicting 
Theorem 5.3(i). ttence ~k is rigid. [] 
Corollaries 5.5 and 5.6 answer questions of Galvin. S. Shelah was the 
lust to prove the existence of wl-dense rigid types without CH; with 
CH tile proof is due to Sierpinski (using the methods of [ 12]), who 
tbund types in ~I~ 2 with the desired property. The use of CH in Sierpinski's 
result is essential, since it is consistent with ZFC + "ICH (see [ 1 ]) that 
any two Wl-dense types in ~2 are isomorphic. When the latter situation 
occurs, there is a basis for ~I~ which consists of a single element, namely 
the COl-dense type. 
6. Counterexamples in L. 
We have remarked that if ¢ and ff are stationary types and the 
stationary sets associated with ~0 and ~ are almost disjoint, then ¢ and ~k 
are almost disjoint. It is natural to ask if the converse of this statement 
is true. In this section we give a negative answer in L, the constructible 
universe. 
It is easy to see that if ¢ ~ ,I~ s, then there exist if, X <~ ~ such that 
if, X ~ ~'s and the stationary sets associated with ff and × are almost 
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disjoint. Hence ~/, and X are almost disjoint. We do not know if it is true 
that every type ¢ ~ q'4 contains almost disjoint types if, × ~ qq. Never- 
theless we can produce, in L, a type tp ~ q'6 with associated stationary 
set C c_ ~1 such that for all ~k < ~o, if ~k c- q'.t and ~ has associated sta- 
tionary set D, then C = D. As a corollary to this fact we deduce that 
~6 -- ~s d: 0 in L. 
Instead of proving these results directly from the assumption V = L, 
we prove them from the following combinatorial xiom, which follows 
from V = L: 
<>+: there is a sequence Z,~, ~ < co l, such that Z~ ~ ~(a) (~(a)  is the 
power set of c0 and IZal ~< 60 for all a, and for every X ~ to I there 
is a closed and unbounded C ~ w~ such that for every c~ ~ C 
Cn~, ,Xnot~Z~, .  
See [7] for a treatment of<> + and related axioms. 
Theorem 6.1. Assume ~+. Then: 
(i) Let C be stationary in co 1. Then there exist S l, S 2 c.c_ N such that 
domf= co + 1 and ranger  C _ col for  all f ~ S 1 u $2, C(SI) = C($2) = C 
and tp(S l, -< ), tp(S 2, -< ) are almost disjoim. (Note that by Proposition 
5.2 and Theorem 3.2 tp(St,-< ), tp(S 2, <)  are automatically stationary.) 
(ii) Let.C c__ ¢o 1 be a stationary set of  limit ordinals. Then there exists 
a permissible set S c_c_ N such that C(S)=- C, tp(S, -< )~ cb 6. and for  any 
S' c C_ S, i f  tp(S', -< ) ~ q,, then C(S') -- C 
Proof. (i) We may assume that C consists of  limit limit ordinals, i.e., 
ordinals which can be represented asthe limit of  a sequence of  limit 
ordinals. We construct by induction funct ionsf  a and ga, ~ ~ C, such 
that domf~ = dom g,~ = co + 1 and fc,(o~) =ga(60) = a. Suppose we have 
constructed fa and ga for all/3 < a. Let ~n, n < co, be an increasing se- 
quence with limit ¢x. Let z n, n < w, be an enumcration of Za. First we 
will obtain functions F~ G i E .IV, i < w, with finite domains uch that 
F i C Fi+l, G i C Gi+l, and range Ft., range Gt. C Ot for all L Then we will 
let 
d~ = U{Gf: i < ~o} u {(o~, ~)}. 
The definitions of  F i and G i are as follows: 
Case 1. i = 0, Let F 0 : G O : ((0, 0)}, 
C~se 2. i = 2k + 2. Let / '~+2 and G~+ 2 be arbitrary extensions of  
F2k+l and G2k.l such that aa < s(F2k+2), s(G2k+2) < a. 
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Case 3. i = 2/," + I and e i ther - ,  ~ C or else {13 ~ zx.: F2~. c fo} n 
n {/3 ~ :k: G2k c go} = 0. Then extend F2k and G2g ,arbitrarily (so that 
s(F,.k+p, s(a2,+O < 
Case 4. i = 2/,- + 1, z k G C and there exists t3 ~ z, such that F2k c fO 
a~,d G2k C g~3. Then let F i ~ F2~. and G i ~ G2k be such that F~ -< f~ 
g~ -< Gi, and G i ~ g~3. Such an F i may be found since/3 is a limit limit 
ordinal, 
This completes the induction. Let S 1 = (f~: tx ~ C} ~md S 2 = (ga: a ~ (7). 
C/early C(S 1) = C(S 2) = C. Let ¢ = tp(S1,-<) and ~ = tp(S 2, -<). By 
Theorem 3.2, ¢, ~ 6 ~4. It remains to show that ~0 and ~ are almost 
disjoint. 
Suppose × ~< ~o, ~ and × ~ ~4. Then by Theorem 3.7 there are sta- 
tionary C~, (7 2 c Csuch that × = tp((3'~: a E C l} ,< ) = tp({g,~: a ~ C2},-<). 
Let h: (]~: a ~ C 1 ) -~ (ga: e ~ (7 2) be an order-isomorphism. Let h'(a) 
be the unique t3 such that h(J~) =go" We assert hat (a: h'(a) ¢ o~) is non- 
stationary. If not, then either {t~: h'(cO < a)or  (~: a < h'(~)) is station- 
ary. The first case is impossible by Proposition 1.1 (i), since h' is one-one. 
Suppose C' = (a: t~ < h'(a)) is stationary. Then tp((fa: e ~ C'), -<) ~ ~4 
by Theorem 3.2 and hence tp((gh,(~): ~' ~ C' ), -< ) ~ q~4. By Theorem 3.7, 
C' = (h'(a): e ~ C)  is stationary. But h'-~(a) < ~ for all a ~ C", so by 
Proposition 1.1 (i) h ' - I  is not one-one, a contradiction. Therefore 
C* = (a: h'(t~) = a) is stationary (in fact C* - C 1 - C2). 
By #+, (a: C* ~ a ~ Z a) contains a closed and unbounded set. Let D 
be the set of  all a < w~ such that 
(1) if,re T(S~), g ~ T(S2), s(f), s(g) < a, and there exists/3 ~ C* such 
that y" c fo and g C ga, then there exists 13 < ~ such that f c fo and g c go" 
Clearly D is closed and unbounded. Since C* is stationary, there exists 
a ~ C* c~ D ~ (a: C* n t~ ~ Za). Suppose C* ~ a = z k, where zg is as in 
the definition o f f  a and ga. Then by ( l )  we were in Case 4 at stage i= 2k~-l. 
By the definition of  I~ :u~d G i there is 13 ~ zg such that hi. -< fo' ga "< G~, 
and G i q~gt~" But then f~, -< J~ and g~ -< g~, a contradiction since a,/3~ C*. 
This proves (i). 
(ii) It is easy to see that ~+ implies the continuum hypothesis. Let 
J: w~ - { f~ N; range fc_ ~1} be a fixed one-one onto mapping. 
Let C g to I be fixed. We will construct S ~ N satisfying: 
(2) rangef~ 601 /'or a l l f~  S, 
(3) i fg c f~  S, then g ~ S, 
(4) C(s )  - c; 
(5) for any ~, ( f~  S: :,(f) = a} is at most countable, 
(6) tp ({ f~ S: domf= ~ + 1 }, < ) ~ ~ for all ~ < ¢o 1, 
(7) S is permissible, 
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(8) i fS'  ~ S and tp(S', -<)E ~, then C(S') ~ C 
By (4), (6), (7), and Theorem 3.2, we will have tp(S. < ) e • 6. 
By induction on a we construct S,, = { f~ S: domf  = a + 1). Let 
S ~ = {S0:/~ < a}. Suppose we have constructed S~ for all/3 < a. 
Case 1. a = 0. Let S O = { {(0, 0))}. 
Case 2. a = t3 + 1. Let S,, = { fu  {(a, 3')}: 3" > s( f )  andfe  S#). 
Case 3. a is a limit ordinal and a q~ C. For eachf~ S% choosegf such 
that f c gf, dom gf = ~ + 1, gf(~ ) > cx, and g£t ~ + l ~ S a for all 3<~.  
Let S a = {gf: f~  S~}. 
Case 4. a is a limit ordinal and a E C Let z t. i < w, be an enu~c~':~tion 
ofZ,~. I f f~  S ~' and s ( f )~ a, then choose gf as in Case 3. Assume now 
that f~ S c' and s( f )  < a. We will construct gf 3 f Let %, i < ¢o, be an 
increasing sequence with limit ~. First we define a sequence f /~  S a. 
i < o0, by induction on i as follows. 
Case a. i = 0. Let f0 =f  
Case b. i = 2,/+ 2. Let l~ 3 f2]+l be such that a i < dom )') < a and 
s(f/) < a, if such an f/exists. If there is no such t), terminate the induc- 
tion and define gf as in Case 3. 
Case c. i = 2,/+ 1. If there is a function g E S ~ such that g 3 f2j, s(g) < a, 
and g ~ {J(/3):/3 ~ zl.}, let f /=  g; if no such g exists, let f /be  any g' such 
that g' 3 f2jand s(g') < ~; if no such g' exists, terminate the induction 
and define gf as in Case 3. 
If the induction is not terminated at some point, let gf = LI (l): i < ~o} to 
u {(~, a)}. Let Sc~ = (gy: f~  S~}. This completes the construction orS. 
Conditions (2) and (3) are clear, We prove (6) by induction on a. (6) 
is clear for a = 6 and a a successor ordinal. Suppose a is a limit ordb'~al. 
Then S~ = (gf: f~  Sa}. By inductive hypothesis the~ is h: S ~ ~ co such 
that ( f~  S~: h(f)  = n} is well-ordered by -< for each n. Then define h' 
by h'(gf) = (13, n) i f f f~  S~,, and h(f )  = n. Then for all (/3, n), {gf: h'(gy) " 
= (/3, n)} is well-ordered by <.  Hence tp(Se. < ) q~ ~, so (6) is true. 
(5) follows immediately from (6). 
Let D be the set of  all a > 0 such that: 
(9) i fstg)< a and 3 < a then there ex is ts f~ S a such that f 3 g. 
s(f)  < e~, and dora f>/3 .  
By (5), D s closed and unbounded. If a ~ D c~ C and f~ S a, then in the 
construction ofg£ at stage a, the induction was never terminated, Hence 
gf(a) = a, so a ~ C(S). Hence D ~ C ~ C(SL so C - C(S~ is non-station- 
ary. Note that this is true not just for S, but for ( t~ S: f3  g} tbr any 
g~S.  
In order to prove (4), we need only show that C(S) -- C is non-statioa- 
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ary. Suppose not. By construction of S, if ~ ~ C(S) - C, the~a there is a 
limit ordinal 7 < a andf~ Sv such that f(~/) = a. Hence by Proposition 
I. 1 05, there exists ~, such that C(S~) is stationary. By Theorem 3.2, 
tp(Sv, -<) ~ 44, contradicting (65. Hence (4) is established. 
Condition (2) of the definition of  permissibility follows from (5). We 
check conditions (1) and (~ 5. Suppose Y _c_ T(S) is either a path of  length 
co I or an Aronzajn tree. Since S = T(S5 by (3), we may assume that 
Y = T(~3. Note that for anyf~ Y there existsg ~ S - Y such that f cg .  
Let X - {~: J(a) ~ Y). By ~+, (a: X n a ~ Z~} contains a closed un- 
bounded set. Let D' be tile set of all a > 0 such that: 
(105 i f s ( f )  < a andf~ Y then there isg 3 f such  that g 6 S - Y and 
s(g) < ~, 
(!11 for anyf~ Y if domf< ~ thens( f )< a, 
(12) for a l l fE  Y, s ( f )< a i f f J - l ( f )  < a. 
Then D' is closed aad unbounded in co i, since for any .B, 
{ f~ Y: domf= ~ + 1) is at most couatable. Let a ~ Cn  D' n D c~ 
n {a: X c~ a E Za). Suppose X c~ a = zi. Then, i f f~  S ~ n Y, we made 
certain at stage 2]+ 1 in the construction of g / that  gf ~ Y. Hence Y has 
no elements with domain a + 1, a contradiction. Therefore S is permis- 
sible. 
It remains only to check (8). Suppose S' c_ S and tp(S', -<) E ~. Then 
of  course tp(S', -< ) ~ ~4, so by Theorem 3.7, C(S') is stationary. Suppose 
C(S') ~ C Let Y = T(S'). Then C(Y) = C(S'). Since C( ( f~  S: f3  g)) -~ C 
:br a l lg~ S, it follows that for anyf~ Y there existsg ~ S -  Y such that 
f cg .  Let 
C* = {a ~ C(Y): for a l l f~  Y and all limit ordinal3 7, iff(~/) = a thenT =a)  
If C(IO - C* is stationary, then by Proposition 1.1 (i) there would be a 
limit ordinal 7 such that {e ~ C(Y) - C*: for somefE  Y, f (7)  = a} is 
stationary, contradicting (6}. Hence C* =- C(Y). Let X = (a: J (~)~ Y). 
Let D" be the set of all a > 0 satisfying (10) and (12). Then D" is closed 
and unbounded, and we may choose ~ E C* n D" n D n (~: X ,'~ a ~ Za}. 
We assert hat gy(a) ~: ~ for all gf ~ Y n Sa, contradicting a ~ C*. If 
f~  Y n S a and s(f) ~. a thengf(a) > a by construction. I f f~  Y n S a 
and s(f) < ~ then, i fX  n t~ = z?, we made certain at stage 2j + 1 in the 
construction of g / that  g£ ~ Y. Hence gf(a) :/: a for all gf ~ Y n S~. This 
completes the proof. 
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7. Types specific for ¢o~ 
In this section we show that the question whether there exist types 
~p ~ 4~ 4 specific for ~2 cannot be answered with the usual axioms for 
set theory. This answers another question of  Galvin. We assume that the 
reader is familiar with the basic properties o f  weakly compact ca~inals 
(we assume weak compactness implies strong inaccessibility; see [ 14]) 
and the theory of  forcing and generic sets as presented in [ 1 5 ]. 
Lemma 7.1. I f  ~ is weakly c~mpact, then there arc no OWes ~ ~ ~1~ 
specific for  x. 
Proof. Let ¢ = tp(X, <), where X _c r. It is easy to see that the assertion 
that ~p ~ ~4 is a II~ statement about X and <. Since x is I1[ -indescribable, 
there exists a < x such that tp(X c~ a, <)  ~ cI,4, so ,p is not specific for ~. 
l.emma 7.2. Let ~ be a regular cardinal. I f  there is a stationary set C c__ 
such that cfo~ = co for  all a ~ C, and lbr ail ~ < ~, C n ~ is not stationary 
in ~, then there is a type ~o ~ ~4 specific.tbr ~. 
Proof. For each a ~ C ¢hoose fc, ~ N such that dom fa = 60 + 1 and 
f~(60) =a.  LetS= {f~,a ~ C) and ~p = tp(S, -<). Then ~p E q~4 by 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose Lp is not specific for ~:o Then by the regularity of K 
there is',/< t~ such that tp({f , :  ~ E Cn  3'}, <)E  ~4. Let 3' be minimal, 
Clearly cf 3' > 60. But then by Theorem 3.7(i), C({fa: a ~ C n 7}) -- C n 'r 
is stationary in 7, a contradiction. Hence ¢ is specific for K. 
Theorem 7.3. Assume V = L. Let ~c be regular. Tile jbllowing are equit~ 
alent: 
(i) ~ is weakly compact. 
(ii) there is no ¢ ~ ~4 specific for  K. 
Proof. Jensen [6] haz proved that if V = L and ~: is regular then (i) is 
equivalew: to 
(iii) for ~y  stationary set C ~ r,  if c fa  = m for all a ~ C then there 
exists a < ~ such that C n a is stationary in a. 
Jensen does not mention the condition cf a = 60/'or all a E C but it is 
clear from his proof that it can be added, Theorem 7.3 is now a trivial 
consequence of Lemma 7.1 and 7.2. 
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By Theorem 7.3, if V = L then there exist types ~p ~ ,b 4 specific for 
~2. Next we show that it is also consistent that there exist no types 
'P ~ ~4 specific for w~. 
Theorem 7.4./I" ZFC + "there exists a weakly compact cardinal" is con- 
sistent, then so is ZFC+ "'there are no types ~ E ~b 4 spec(fic for 002". 
Proof. We use the terminology of [ 15 ] Let ~ be a countable transitive 
model of ZFC and suppose that in c'tt/~: is weakly compact. We will 
produce a Cohen extension -91 of 9~ in which ~ = 6o9 and no ~o a qb 4 is 
specific for to 2. Then, by familiar means (see [ 11, pp 132-133], for 
example), the proof of  the latter result can be converted into a proof of  
Theorem 7.4. We i,:ave the details of  this conversion to the reader. [] 
Working in Oft we define a partial ordering 3'. Let K = {#: # is an un- 
countable regular cardinal and wl < ta < ~:}, and let P be the set of all 
functions p such that: 
(1) dom p is a countable subset o fK  X wl ,  
(2) p(ta, t~) < ta tbr all (ta, ~) ~ dom p. 
We say that p extends q (written q ~< p) i f fp D_D_ q. Let 9= (P, ~<). 
Let G beg-generic over 9/~ and let 9[ = c/tt [G]. It is well-known that 
9has the ~:-chain condition in 9~ and ~: = W~ (see [13], where virtually 
the same modelg~ is studied). The idea behind the definition of ~ is 
essentially due to L6vy. 
The following Lemma is also well-known. 
l.emma 7.5. Suppose that in 9[, C is a closed ,.rebounded subset o f  ~. 
Then there is a closed tmbounded subset D o f  t¢ such that D c__ C and 
D ~ crtt. 
Proof. Let C be a term of the olanguage of  forcing which denotes C in ~.  
Clearly fo; some p ~ G, p it-- C is closed and unbounded in ~. ',Ve work 
in ~Tg. For/3o< K, define Za = {7 < ~: for some q _ p, q It- 9' is the least 
element of C which is >/3}. Since 9has the ~-chain condition, Igol  </£ .  
Hence sup Z~ < ~:. Let D be the set of all a < ~ such that a > 0 and: 
(3) if f3 < a then sup Z~ < a. 
Then D is closed and unbounded in g. We assert hat p It- D C C.  If not, 
then there is q 2 p and a e D such that q It-- a q~ C. Then there exist 
q' D q and B < a such that q' It- ~ is the largest member of C which is 
< a. But then there must be r D q' and 9' such that r I1- 9' is the least 
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element of  C whi~:h .~s >/~, and clearly 3' > a. Then T E Za, contradictirL~ 
(3). Hence p It-- D ~ C'. 
The value of  Lemma 7.5 is that it simplifies checking whether a set in 
9t is stationary in r.  Instead of  checking that the set intersects every 
dosed unbounded set in 9t, we need only check that it intersects every 
closed unbounded set in e~. 
Now suppose that in 9t ¢ ~ ~4 and ~ is specific for ~2- By Theorem 
4.1, we may assume that ¢ ~ ~s- Furthermore, i~is clear that there 
exists a set C stationary in w 2 and functions f,, e N for a ~ C such that: 
(4) dom fa = t~ + 1 and fa (w)  = a for a!l t~ ~ C 
(5) i fS  = {f, :  a ~ C} then tp(S, < ) ~< ~. 
Since tp(S, -< ) ~ ~b 4 by Theorem 3.2, we may as well ~ssume that 
= tp(S, <).  
For each/1 ~ K, let Pu = {P ~ P: dora p g ta X ~ ), and let 
pu = (p  ~- p: domp ~ (K - /a )  X ~) .  Then clearly P-~ Pu X pu (with 
the coordinatewise partial ordering), and by a well-known theorem 
(see [ 13 ] or [ 15 ]), if G u = Pun G and Gu = pun G, then G ~ G u × Gu, 
G u is 9u-generic over c~,  Gu isgU-generic over ~ [Gu], and 
9~ [Gu][Gu] =-~ [G]. 
For~ K, letSu = (.t~: a~ Cn ta). 
Lemma 7.6. There exists a i~ ~ K such that tz is strongly inaccessible in 
9tl , S~ E crlt [ G u ], and in crlt [ G u ], C( S u) = C c~ ia is stationary in !a. 
o 
Proof. Let F(a, i) = f~(i) for all a ~ C and i ~< to. Let F be a term of the 
language of  forcing which denotes F in 9t, and let C'. denote C. Let 
o 
p ~ G be such that p II- C is stationary in ~:. 
We work in 9~. For(a,  i )~ ~: X (co + 1), let X~i be a maximal set of 
pairwise incompatible conditions p ~ P such that either p Ii- 0~ ~ C or 
else for some f3, p It- a ~ C n F (a, i) = ~. Since 9 satisfies the ~:-chair. 
condition, IX~il < K. Hence for some 3' < ~:, Xai ~ P,.  Let xai be the 
least such 3,. Note that since X~i is maximal and G is generic, we have 
X~in G~ ~. 
Now let D be the set of all a < K such that a > 0 and 
(6) if/~ < a then xoi < a for all i <~ ~.  
Then D is closed and unbounded. 
Let o be the conjunction of  the following two statements: 
(7) D is closed and unbounded, 
(8) for all E, i fE  is closed and unbounded in r ,  then for all q ~ p 
there exists r ~ q and a < ~ such that a ~ E and r It-- ~ ~ (7. 
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Note that by Lemma 7.5, (8) is equivalent to the statement that p I1-- ~ is 
stationary in ~:. Now o is true in the structure (R(K), ~, 19, P, p, R), where 
R(~:) is the set of  all sets of  rank < K and R is a binary relazion defined 
byRqa if and only i fq  ~ P, a< ~: andq tt-- t~ ~ C. It is cltar that a is a 
H~ -statement. Hence by the lll-indescribability of ~, there exists a 
strongly inaccessible c:u'dinat p < ~: such that o is true in (R(p), ~, D n/a, 
Pu, p, R c~ (p,  X p)). Since D n p is unbounded in p, we must have 
I~D. 
Since p ~ D, we know that G u c~ X. t  4= 0 for all a < p and i ~< ~.  
Hence C c~/a may be defined in ~ [G~ ] as 
{a<p:3q~G~nX~0q It--~(" 
where of course it ~-" is the forcing relation in cr/Z. Similarly, S u may be 
defined in ,Tit [G u ] as 
{{(i, t3): 3q  ~ G, n X,~q ~t-- ~:(~, i) =t~}: ~ ~ C~ ta). 
Hence C n la, S u ~ 9?~ [Gu ]. Furthermore, since (8) holds relativized to/a, 
it follows that in ~ [G u ] Cc~ p is stationary in p. (This requires us to 
note that Lemma 7.5 holds with K replaced by p and 9Z replaced by 
[G u ], since :9~ has the p-chain condition in c)ff .) This proves Lemma 
7.6. ~3 
Since p is strongly inaccessible in cat it follows that p = 6o~ t iau]. 
Applying Theorem 3.2 inside ~ [Gu], we see that tp(Su,-< ) ~ q~4- We 
will show that tp(S u, -< ) ~ ¢4 in ~ as well, and this will contradict he 
fact that ~ is specific for ~2 since in c~taul = lp! = co 1 . This contradic- 
tion will complete the proof of  Theorem 7.4. 
Now if Pn, n < ~,  is a sequence of elements of P and Pn ~ Pn+l for all 
n, then U{ p, :  n < w} E P also, provided we are working in crtt. In this 
case we say that 9is countably complete. It is a well-known theorem 
(see [ 13]) that if 9 is countably complete in qtt and G is 9-generi~ over 
if/t, then any subset of ~ which is countable in ,~ [G] is already 
countable in cr/t. Hence if the definition of .9 is repeated inside c-~ [G~,], 
we obtain exactly:~u. We remarked earlier that G~' isgu-generic over 
crtt [Gu], and e#t [Gu][G~'] = c~. Thus, instead of working with c~ [Gu] '
we may as well assume that p = o~ and work with ~.  
Lemma 7.7. Assume that p ~ ~,  Su ~ Crlt, and C n p is stationary in 
p (in q'tt ). Then tp(S~, -< ) ~ q~4 in~.  
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Proof. Suppose n~t. Then in e~ there is a fianction H: C n / J  ~ co such 
that 
(92 for all n < co, {fa : B(a) = n) is well-ordered by *<. 
Let H be a term denoting H in Of, and le: P0 ~ G force (9) with H re- 
placed by/1. 
Now we work in c/~. Then/a = co 2. We denote Su by S' and C n V by 
C'. Let H K + be the set of all sets hereditarily o f  power < ~:, and let 
~1 = (HK+, ~, P, S', R 1, R~), where RI(  p, a, n) holds i f fp ~ P, p 2 P0. 
a ~ C', n < co, and p It-- H(a)  = n, and R~(p, f, n~holds i f fp c P. p ~ P0, 
foe T(S'), domf< co. n < co and p 11-- fo~ all t~ E C', i f f  a 3 f then  
H(a) ¢ n. 
Let 91,,, a < 6o 2, be a sequence of  structures such that 
(10) each ~l a is an elementary substructure o f  ?l (written Pl~ -< Pl), 
(1 1) ifA a is the universe of ')1 a, then IAat < co l, 
(12) for all a, A~ n co2 is an initial segment of co 2. denoted by ~,, 
(13) if a </]  then ~1~ c_C_ '21~ and ~ < ~,  
(14) i ra  is a limit ordinal, then ~l~ = U (~1 a '/~ < ~), 
(15) for alia, i f f~  T(S') and s ( f )< ~,  thenf~ A~, 
(16) p0 ~ A 0. 
Clearly {~:  ~ < coz} is closed and unbounded in co2. 
Since C' is stationary in co2, there exists ~ ~ C'. Let k i. i < co, be an 
enumeration of the non-negative integers in which each integer occurs 
infinitely often. By induction on i < co we construct sequences qi, ~i' hi, 
i < co, satisfying: 
(17) fo ra l l Lq ,~PnA~,Po  C_ .q i~q i+ l ,~ iEC ' t . )  (0},/~i < ~, 
n i < 6o, and n i < ni+l; 
(18) for all i > 0, if fli ¢ 0 then R ~(q,:. {~i, ki) holds, f~i 1 n i = f~ t n i 
andA  < 
(19) for all i > 0, if~i = 0 thenR2(qi ,  f~a In i. ki) hoids. 
The construction proceeds as follows. 
Case I. i = O. Let q0 = P0, and let/~0 = no = 0. 
Case 2. i = ] + 1. 
Case 2a. :~here xists q ~ q/and m > n i such that R2( q, f~a Ira, ki) 
holds;. Since qj, f~a I m ~ A~ and ~ <:~l, we may assume that q ~ ,.Iv 
Let qi = q, ~i = 0, and n i = m. Then (19) holds. 
Case 2b. Otherwise. Then we assert hat. 
(20) there exist q ~_ q/and 1~ ~ S' such that f t ,  "< ,fa' ./~ I n /+ i = 
=J~ In /+ 1, and RI( q. {3, k i) holds. 
Suppose not. Then we claim 
(21) f~ is the-<-largest element g of  S' such thatg 3 f¢~ tnj + 1 and 
for all m > hi, R2(qj, g Ira, ki) is false. 
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Suppose (21) is false. I fg  ~tisfies (21) and.f~,~ -< g, then we may find 
m > ni such that f~t-< g t in and g l ,m ¢ ft~. Since R2(q], g l,n, ki) is 
false, the~ exists q 3~ qj and fa ~S such that fa 3 g 1 m and ~ 1 (q, #, k~) 
is true. But clearlyf~,, -< fa, contradicting our assumption that (20) is 
fal~. Hence (21 ) is true. 
Now (21) may be used in ~t to define f~ (and ~,~) in terms of 
3'~, t n~ + 1 and q]. Since.f~a I n/+ 1, q] ~ A a and Pl~ "< ~£, it follows that 
~ is definable in 91a, so ~a ~ A,,  contradicting (12). This establishes 
(20), 
Finally, we assert hat there exist q, ~!~  A,~ such that (20) holds. Let 
q, fo satisfy (20), and let n i be the largest integer such that ,t~,~ t n i = fo I n i. 
Then (20) holds with.tin replaced by. f~ i n i + 1. The latter statement is
true in,~l, and sin;'e f~,~ tn i + 1, qj ~ A,~ it is also true in ,~£~. Hence q and 
J~ may be found in A,~. Let qz" = q and ~t = ~- Then (18) holds. 
This completes the construction of the qi, ~i, and n i. 
Let q = U (qi: i < ~}. Then, since we were working in ~,  q ~ P. Let 
q' 3_ q and n < co be such that q' it-/I(~a) = n. Then R ~(q', ~,  n) holds. 
If for any i < co such that k i = n we were in Case 2a above, then clearly 
we would have R2(q~. +l~ t n i, n), a contradiction since q' D qi. Hence for 
all i < co such that k i = ?1, we were in Case 2b. Let i(m), m < w, be an 
enumeration of all i > 0 such that k i = ft. Then it is clear that 
Rx(qi{m), ~i{m), n) holds for all m. Hence q' It--/~(~i{m)) =n for all m. But 
it is easy to check that if m < m' then  fsi(m,) ~ ftJi(m)" Hence 
qt ~ i~- ~fa : H(~) = n) is not well-ordered, a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 7.7. [] 
Corollary 7.8. I f  ZFC + "there exists a weakly compact cardinal" is con- 
sistent, then so is ZFC + "'for all ~p ~ ap, i f  i~01 = 6o2, then there exists 
~ Csuch that ~ ~ ~l~and i~1 = ~1." 
The following is immediate from Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 7.a. 
Corollary 7.9. I f  ZFC + "'there exists a weakly compact cardinal" is con- 
sistent, then so is ZFC + "/br all sets C stationary in w 2, i f  cf a = w fo r '  
all a E C, then there exists at+ a < w 2 such that C n ~ is stationary in 
Or.'2 
2 It follows from Corollary 7.9 that under the same hypothesis, the negation of Jensen's prin- 
ciple Or, ~ is consistent. See the note at the end of the paper. 
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Note that the assumption c fa  = ~ for all a ~ C is essential in Corollary 
7.9, since it is easy to see that C= {t~ < ~2: c fa  = wl} is stationary in 
¢o 2, but for all ~ < ¢o 2, C n t~ is not stationary in a. It is obvious that the 
method of  Theorem 7.4 can be applied to other cardinals besides ~2- In 
fact, it is not difficult to see that the method can be applied to many 
cardinals at once. However, we have not been able to obtain the con- 
sistency of  the assertion that {~o ~ ~4: 1 ~ol = ~ l  } is a basis for ~4, i.e., 
we have not been able to apply the method to a// cardinals at once. 
Nevertheless, a partial resldt in this direction can be obtained if we as- 
sume the existence of  a supercompact ardinal, 
A cardinal t¢ is said to be supercompact provided that for any cardinal 
?, ~ to, there exists an ultrafilter D x on I = {x - ),: txl < K} satisfying: 
(22) D x is to-complete; i.e., i fX  ~ D x and IXI < K then fl X ~ D x, 
(23) for each a < 2~, {x ~ !: t~ 6 x)  ~ D~,, 
(24) if f: I -+ ?~ and (x ~ I: f (x)  ~ x)  ~ D x, then there exists a < ~, 
such that {x ~ I: f (x )  = ¢~) ~ D~,. 
Theorem 7.10. Let K be supercompact, l f X is a cardinal and ;k ~ ~, then 
there are no types ~o ~ ¢~4 specific for  ?~. 
Proof. Let V be the universe of  all sets. It is well-known that if t~ is 
supercompact, then there exists a transitive class V' of  sets and an em- 
bedding i: V-+ V' such that 
(25) i is an elementary embedding; i.e., i maps V ~somorphically onto 
an elementary substrqcture of  V', 
(26) I/(;k)l > ~k, 
(27) (i(~): a < h) ~ V'. 
(To obtain V' and i, we proceed as follows: First from tile ultrapower 
V1/D x and let Y' be the unique transitive class t3 which Vt/D x is isomor- 
phic. Then let i be the composition of  the isomorphism with the canoni- 
cal embedding of V into Vt]Dx.) 
Now suppose ~0 ~ ~4 and I~0t = •. We may assume ~o = tp(;k, < * ) tbr 
some or( ,ring <*. By (25) we have tp((ffa): a < ;k), i (<*)) = •. Since 
,p ~ cb in V we must a/brtioti have tp({i(a): ¢~ < )~), i(< * )) ~ ~ in V'. 
Of course, in V' I (i(a): a < X}I = ;~. Therefore by (26) it is true in V' 
that i((;~, < *)) (which is the same as (i(),), t(< * ))) has a subtype of  
power< i(X) which lies in ~. Hence by (25) it is true in Vthat (~, <*)  
has a subtype of power < ;~ which lies in q~, i.e., ¢ is not specific for ;~. [] 
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Note that if the~ exists a supercompact ardinal, then by Theorem 
7.10 there is a basis for tI, 4 which forms a set. On the other hand, if 
V = L then by Theorem 7.3 any basis for cb 4 must be a proper class. 
8. An application and some problems 
Aside fronl tile application to the partition calculus ketched in the 
introduction, there is one other apphcation of the fact that qb 4 4:0 that 
we wish to present. 
Let (P, <)  be a partial order. We say that (P, <)  is embecldable in the 
rationals if there is a function h mapping P into the rationals uch that 
i fp < q then h(p) < h(q). Note thai h need not be one-one. Two ele- 
ments p and q of  P are compatible if there exists r E P such that p ~< ~" 
mad q < r; otherwise p and q are incompatible. A subset X of P is a 
chain i fX  is totally ordered by <. Finally, (P, < ) is treelike if 
{q ~ P: q < p) is a chain for all p ~ P. 
In [3] the following was proved to be consistent with ZFC: 
( I )  if (P, <) is treelike and contains no uncountable chains, and if 
IPI =- tOl, then (P, <) is embeddable in the rationals. 
It was asked in [3] whether the hypothesis in (1) can be weakened to 
the assumption that IP1 = w I and every uncountable subset of P contains 
an uncountable set of  pairwise incompatible elements. Galvin and the 
author discovered independently that the answer is affirmative, and 
nearly the same proof works. In fact, Galvin noted that the same proof 
works if we only assume that IPI = w 1 ar.d every uncountable subset of 
P contains a finite set with no upper bound ~n P. Galvin then asked 
whether the hypothesis of (1) can be weakened still further to the as- 
sumption that IPI = col, every uncountable subset of P contains an un- 
countable set of  pairwise incomparable elements, and t{q ~ P: q < p)l~< 
~< co for all p ~ P. We will show that this is not the case by constructing 
a counterexample. 
Let < l  be an ordering of tot such that tp(¢o l, <1) E ~4. For a, fl ~ co 1, 
let a <2 t~ i f fa </3 and ¢J < l  t~. We claim that (co 1, <2) is a counterex- 
ample. Clearly {t~ < w~: a <~ ~) is countable for all/3 < co 1. Now sup- 
pose X ~ t~ 1 is uncountable. Then since tp(wl,  <1) ~ ¢b4 there is Y ~ X 
such that Y is ordered in type co 1 by <p But now we easily find Z ~ Y 
such that Z is uncountable and for all ¢~, 1~ ~ Z, ,, < ~ iff¢~ <l/3. Hence 
Z is a set ofpairwise incomparable elements. 
We need only check that (~l ,  <2) is not embeddable in the rationals. 
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Suppose h were such an embedding. Since tp(t.o 1, <t )  ~ 04, there is 
some rational r such that {a: h(a) = r} is not well-ordered by <1- Let 
a n, n < ca, be such that h(a n) = r and an÷ I <1 ~tn for all n. There clearly 
exist i and ] such that i < ] and a i < a i. T~len ai <2 ai and we must have 
h(a i) < h(t~i), a contradiction. Hence (~l ,  <2) is a counterexample. 
One of  the most vexing problems connected with '1'4 is the following: 
Problem 1. Do there exist types ¢ ~ rb 4 which are specific for singular 
cardinals? 
If, as we suspect, the answer is negative, then some simplification can 
be made in Theorem 4.1. Namely, the class ~s may be replaced by the 
somewhat better-behaved class ~8 of  all types of  the form tp(S, -<), 
where S satisfies 
(2) domf= 60 + 1 and rangef~ ISI for all f~- S, 
(3) C(S) is stationary in ISI, 
(4) for each a ~ C(S) there is exactly one / '~  S such that f (~)  = a. 
Problem 2. Is it provable in ZFC that ~7 ~ 0? i:~ particular, does there 
exist a set S _c_ N such that ISI = ¢o,,+1, s( f )  = ~,~ for a l l f~  5'. and for 
all S' c__ S, ifS' is uncountable then so is {g ~ N: for somef~ S',g c /}?  
We mentioned earlier that results of  Jensen and Prikry [ 3 ] imply that 
cI, 7 ~ 0 is consistent with ZFC. 
Problem 3. Can it be proved in ZFC that ~6 - ~s ~ O? 
A type ~o ~ ~4 is minimal provided that for all ~ ~< ~p, if I~bl = Is0t and 
~' ~ ~4, then ~p < ~0. It is not difficult to see that no type in ~.s is mini- 
mal, and if the generalized continuum hypothesis holds, no type in ~'7 
is minimal. 
Problem 4 (C'~dvin). Doe:, there exist a minimal type? 
Even a consistency result would be interesting. Of course, an aflqrma- 
tive solution to Problem 4 would yield an affirmative solution to 
Problem 3. 
It follows immediately from Corollary 5.4(i) that "4  does not have a 
finite basis. We remarked earlier that by the result in [ 1 ] it is consistent 
with ZFC for el, 2 to have a basis consisting of  a single element. 
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Problem 5. (i) Is ZFC + "~3 has ~ finite basis" consistent? 
(ii) Is ZFC + "tl, 2 u (I, 3 has a finite basis" consistent? 
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Note (added February 1975) 
S. Shelah has recently solved Problem 1 (negatively). He also points 
out what the reader may also have noticed, namely that the problem 
stated after Corollary 7.9 is easily solved using Theorem 7. I0 together 
with Theorem 7.4. One simply collapses a supercompact ardinal to 
w 2 as in Theorem 7.4 and observes that the proof of  Theorem 7.10 
generalizes easily to handle the forcing construction. 
It should also be pointed out that Corollary 7.9 yields an indepen- 
dence result concerning a combinatorial principle of  Jensen [6]. The 
principle Qto asserts that there is a sequence ((~ • a < w z, a a limit ! 
ordinal) such that: 
(!)  for all a, C~ is a closed unbounded subset of~., 
(2) for all or, C~ has order type ~< ~1, and 
(3) for all c~ and t3, i fa  E C a and a is a limit point of  C~, then 
Recently Magidor (and possibly others) observed that [] to. implies 
the existence of a stationary set E c_ {or < w2: c fa  = co) such that for 
all ~ < w 2, E n 13 is not stationary in/3. The proof runs as follows. First 
note that i f c fe  = co then by (2), C a must have order type < w:. For 
each ~ < co I , let E~ = {or : C~, has order type ~). Since U{E~ : ~ < ~1} = 
= (~ : c fa  = co) is stationary in to 2, there is some ~ so that E = E~ is 
stationary also. Now let a < m2 be a limit ordinal, l fE  n a is stationary 
in e, then cf a = to I. It follows that the set of limit points of C, is closed 
and unbounded in ~. But by (3) and the definition ore  = E~, E can in- 
tersect he set of limit points of C~ in at most one point. Hence E n 0~ is 
not stationary in ~, 
Corollary 7.9 therefore :mpl:es that if ZFC + "there exists a weakly 
compact cardinal" is consiste~t, hen so is ZFC + -q[] tol" 
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